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Johannes V. Jensen's
Discovery of America
By Inga Wiehl
If I were offered another life in Chicago, I would take it.
would try out the monster one more time and write a
light, frivolous thing which I would call "Happiness in
Chicago."1
Johannes V . Jensen, the most influential Danish writer of
the century and Nobel prize winner, chose to live his life in
Denmark; yet it is entirely conceivable that given two, he
would have spent one in this country. He is rightly acclaimed
among his contemporaries as the first Danish writer to have
pointed the way westward. His writings show the influence of
America and her people as well as of American writers,
notably Walt Whitman .
Born in Himmerland in 1873, Jensen graduated from
Viborg in 1893 and arrived in Copenhagen determined to
study medicine. To that purpose his father, a poor veterinarian in Fars¢, had furnished him with eighty crowns and no
promise of more. Sheer need made him accept the job of
writing serial novels for Revuen, an "illustrated family magazine," which paid him forty-five crowns a month for a murder
per installment. At the same time, he was writing poetry and
serious novels. Danskere was published in 1896 and Einar
Elk.er in 1898. Both works are autobiographical and speak of
a young man out of tune with the world . Copenhagen is a
disappointment. People are caught up in the general apathy
of the decade. The political life lacks conviction, and the
leading literary movement, Symbolism, which had challenged
the Naturalism and Realism of the two previous decades by
its emphasis on the imagination, had led to self contemplation and ultimate frustration . Buris of Danskere typefies the
young man in Danish literature of the time : overly sensitive
and disillusioned with the world and its people, notably
women, he is destined to suffer. He yearns for a world of
beauty which does not exist, and he ends up fatigued and
unable to assimilate the world of his dream with that of
realtiy .
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Jensen shares Buris' disappointment with the world and
feels his general disgust with everything; but he is different in
one important way: he sees a possible escape from the
society of decadence and a means of gaining a perspective
for survival. He reasons that the inspiration which is needed
to save him and his generation must come from the outside,
and it occurs to him that only by embracing the world "from
pole to pole" ~ould he make life worthwhile. His desire for
direction and commitment is so strong that as soon as he
receives his royalties for Danskere, he goes in active pursuit
of the world. "Like a gambler who is staking hs fortune on a
single throw," he buys a ticket for New York.
Taking a journey means following a well established tradition . For years Danish poets had been travelling in search of
inspiration, but always south, to Germany, France, Italy.
Jensen will discover the West. He will open up a whole new
world for himself and his countrymen; a world of individual
growth and literary inspiration . Forty years later, in 1939, he
attempts an account of his motives for seeking a place as
foreign to a Danish writer as New York at a time when
travelling to America was like "venturing out on a drifting ice
floe."
Why did it have to be America at a time when our
literature was pointing in an entirely different direction
and when most of our young artists were going to Italy, as
they had since the time of Thorvaldsen . Why didn't I go
to Paris, which was the latest rage? Well, there was something in the air, like the large birds that are seen by the
hunters flying over distant fields. And there was something
to America. Everybody can see that now.2
Jensen visits America four times between 1898 and 1939. Of
these trips the second, which takes place from 1902 to 1903
and includes a brief stay in San Francisco and a winter in
Chicago, is by far the most significant.
What he hopes to gain from the journey is the power to
assimilate his yearnings. Not explicitly stated, they are definable by the nature of his literary production as a longing for
the land of his childhood and a desire to embrace the here
and now, the everyday with its "limitless possibilities and
unmeasured resources ." By now Jensen has given up his
studies of medicine and become a full time writer. In Den
Gotiske Renaissance, 1898, he has declared himself a "spokes-
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man for re·a lity," the pursuit of which he will undertake
"outside Denmark's borders." At the same time, 1898 and
1900-1901, Himmerlandsfolk and Kongens Fald reveal his deep
rooted love of Himmerland and the lost land of his childhood . They show that as he announces the wonders of reality
that he is determined to see, and as he proclaims himself a
representative of the modern spirit, the city and what it
represents, he at the same time experiences a longing for
home as keen as his longing for a new world. How to
accommodate the values of childhood to the world of industrialism, the past to the present, how to assimilate the
dreamed world with the real one, the man of reflection with
the man of action - that is the question and the task he sets
for himself when in 1902 he embarks on a journey around the
world . In Chicago he finds the answer; and therein lies the
significance of Jensen's relationship with America.
He arrives in San Francisco on October 25, 1902 and from
there he journeys to Chicago where he stays till the spring of
1903. Relatively little is known about his stay. It appears he
avoided close personal relationships with other Danes in the
city; nor does he follow Bjf6rnson's and Hamsun's examples of
lecturing to his fellow countrymen. The only factual information regarding his activities is a caption appearing below in
picture _of the author in Den Danske Pioneer announcing the
opening of a play Trods to be performed on February 1, 1902:
Above is a picture of the fine Danish author and journalist Johannes V. Jensen, who is currently in America. Mr.
Jensen has written several books which unfortunately are
not very well known among Danes over here. At home,
however, his books have created quite a stir in certain
academic circles. The readers of the Pioneer will be
familiar with him through his "Julehilsen" and Paa
Tigerjagt, currently published in this newspaper. As you
will know, a play, Trods, written and directed by Mr.
Jensen will be presented in Chicago this Sunday evening)
The combined introduction and announcement is followed
one week later, Thursday, February 5, by a devastating
critique of the play: notwithstanding the fact that the author
himself had directed the performance, Trods was a total
fiasco. Although the audience had appeared interested, they
had shown very little understanding. The actors, who in their
performances might have aided the interpretation of the play,
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had totally misunderstood their roles and thereby contributed
to the general confusion among the audience, who, in turn,
reacted in complete opposition to the author's intention .
"Even though Mr. Boas (the leading actor) has the marvellous
gift of being able to play Holberg so that people believe it to
be Oehlenschlceger, he should show some consideration for
the living young author."4
Without offering any personal opinion as to the merits of
the play - or the lack of them - the reviewer concludes his
article expressing his regret at the lack of literary interest
among the Danes. "The new literature at home has not yet
gained a foothold here. Understanding is lacking. We see
nothing - and we read too little". After this appraisal of the
Danish author, only his sympathy for Jensen as a young
author prompts him to express the hope that the contemplated publication of the play will be more successful than
the performance had been. Trods, which opened on February
1, closed the same night.
Similarly, Paa Tigerjagt, Jensen's serial novel of which the
Pioneer had carried the first installment on January 22, is
discontinued on February 5, the day of the review,
notwithstanding the usual "continued" following the last
paragraph. Jensen had severed his connections with the
paper. His last publication during his stay in America is a
short story, "Guldgraveren," printed in Omaha, Nebraska
immediately prior to his departure for Denmark.
On the surface, Jensen's stay in Chicago would appear to
have been a disappointment. Certainly the fiasco of Trods and
the unfinished Paa Tigerjagt suggest that. And yet that winter
in Chicago is crucial to his growth as an individual as well as
a writer; all his subsequent writing is evidence of that. The
Chicago environment, including its people, and the American
poet Walt Whitman are the exterior forces which in
combination with Jensen's attitude of readiness accomplish
the expanded view of reality with which he returns to
Denmark.
A clue to Jensen's attitude may be found in the theme
which according to his publications on American soil
occupied him during his winter in Chicago : the strength and
weakness of defiance. The main character of Trods presents
the negative aspect of that quality, spitefulness. In spite, Cecil
marries a man she does not love, a drunkard and a rowdy. In
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less than two years they lay waste everything they own .
Unable to come to terms with her loveless life, she remains
proud and unyielding and ruins her life in the process. An
equally stubborn heart prevents Lavst Eriksen, the returning
emigrant in "Guldgraveren," from establishing a much desired
relationship with his son. Lavst is unwilling to let it be known
whether he has come back with enough money to support
himself. His son will not ask directly, and Lavst will not tell.
They remain strangers, and Lavst returns to America lonelier
than before. Both Cecil and Lavst suffer the fate of those who
will not or cannot come to terms with reality .
For the most part, Jensen considers defiance a positive
quality leading to self-discovery and its corollary : artistic
creativity. His "Julehilsen" is interesting because of its ambivalent feeling of pride in the accomplishments of the
Danish immigrants in America and of homesickness for
Denmark, a sense of nostalgia on the part of the writer never
openly acknowledged. The essay speaks with the voice of the
poet who in his delight and relief at leaving his country to
seek his identity and happiness abroad forgot that he left
behind his childhood and early youth, both of which are
integral parts of his future self, "The never silenced tone" of
his soul. Here the longing out that sent him on the journey
around the world meets with the longing for home; it is the
ever present dichotomy of the emigrant, the resolution of
which is his constant challenge.
Jensen meets the challenge in Hjulet, the novel he wrote
on his return to Copenhagen and published as a serial in
Politiken in 1905. It is the most eloquent expression of his
concept of America and her role in his development. Its
Chicago setting shows the splendid defiance observed by the
author in the city's struggle against the cold. That city has
formed the character of Lee, the protagonist of Hjulet and the
first of Jensen's heroes to combine the qualities of dreamer
and doer, the first to direct his creativity to the tasks of the
everyday.
Lee is the young American of Nordic heritage who
struggles for a philosophy worthy of modern progress. He has
lost none of the idealism and sensitivity that characterize
Jensen's earlier heroes. Even Cancer, the destructive, parasitic
force in the novel, is t.he recipient of Lee's emotional
generosity. He exploits Lee; and when the latter nontheless
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emerges the victor, it is due to the influence of the Chicago
environment. Lee loves the city of speed and efficiency and
feels a part of the Wheel, the technology, that "created the
day and made life possible in that stony camp of a city in the
middle of the prairie." 5 He considers his own strength as
being in direct relation to the energy of Chicago, which has
earned her disti_
n ction in the struggle with the cold and the
dark.
The fact the city stood there like one large highly
developed and complex machine was witness of a feat
accomplished under adverse and harsh conditions. This
accomplishment implied an inviolable proprietorship
which he felt obliged to maintain and defend.6
Sheer living, Lee realizes, is dangerous; yet the cold generates
energy to form the interlocking components of the Wheel,
symbol of progress and the new world .
The conflict in the novel is · between Lee, the creative
thinker and doer, and Cancer, the power hungry sybarite. He
wants to control and manipulate the masses of Chicago, i.e.
stop the Wheel, by his "new religion."
.. . if we stop the Wheel, Lee, do you have any idea of
what we could do then? Oh, we could raise the pitch of
Chicago to the limits of the universe, or we would force
them to eat their way through the ground right down to
hottest Hell - - that is what we could do.7
For the formulation of his program, he needs Lee like a
parasite needs a host. Allowing Cancer to succeed, Lee
realizes, would mean allowing a total destruction of the
everyday he loves. It would make him a traitor to the city
whose champion he is, an outsider unworthy of his society.
Cancer ultimately succeeds in destroying Lee's unalloyed
idealism but not his will to live in accordance with his world :
even though he would have to give up what he
had called his philosophy of life because that had been
poisoned and abused, it did not mean that everything was
lost. He was still alive. He could yet afford another
Atlantis on earth, another discovery of a rich America, the
whole world in shimmering freshness, once more a new
world, the one we are living in.8
The world Lee - alias Jensen - has chosen is that of the
modern industrialized Chicago; it is the world of the existentialist in which man "has to move things around with his
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hands till they assume the shape he wants to recognize." Lee
has had to relinquish some of his ideals; yet he can still
afford a new world because love of life fuels his defiance and
sense of responsibility.
Jensen's ability at this point to formulate and resolve a
conflict which must be considered existential is due to the
influence of the American and, more particularly, the Chicago
environment. Here he has come to realize that cold generates
energy which in turn sustains the defiance and sense of
responsibility necessary to maintain the everyday, "at holde
verden oppe."
Lee chooses to become a businessman rather than a poet.
Yet it would be unfair to think that the American environment to Jensen suggested only facts . Quite the contrary is
true. The American reality was rich enough to encompass his
poetic imagination. Hjulet itself is a piece of fiction, and "Paa
Memphis Station" and "Potowatomi's Datter," a poem and a
"Myte" published one and two years respectively after the
novel, show a world which despite its commonness at times
reveals itself in all the fascination and beauty of a fairy tale.
These wonders are covered for the unobserving eye and
closed mind but open to the poet who has come to realize
that the world itself holds eternity in its core.
Furthermore, Jensen's acknowledged influence of Walt
Whitman on his prose shows an artistic rather than a purely
factual indebtedness, a literary rather than a merely environmental influence. His enthusiasm for Leaves of Grass is understandable in terms of its animating principle of democracy
and its spirit of the genious of humanity which the Danish
writer had found wanting at home but richly evidenced in
America.
Jensen's formulation of Whitman's teachings, "express your
own age in the language of your own time," directs the
search for influence to his prose rather than his poetry,
especially since Jensen himself denies any influence on the
latter : "It should be obvious that to follow Whitman one does
not begin by imitating his poetry since both his period and its
people are different from those of twentieth century
America."9 Again Hjulet may serve as a demonstration of
Jensen's learnings on American soil, this time with Walt
Whitman as a teacher. Two lyrical passages, one speaking of
Lee's intention with his life and his work, one speaking of
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Cancer's, sound very much like Whitman's passages with their
"spoken" effect; secondly, Hjulet has in common with
Whitman's writings the motif of Columbus as a symbol of
human yearning. He is seen as the greatest adventurer of all
and the most shipwrecked because as an instrument of his
time he does not live long enough to see his work completed.
Thirdly, the entire movel may be considered an illustration of
Whitman's genius as well as his limitations. Lee,
the
I
Whitmanesque hero and social idealist, represents the former;
Cancer,-the charlatan and "prophet," the latter. The relationship between the two dramatizes both the importance and
the dangers of Whitman's influence on the individual; the
conflict between them is a weighing of Whitman's inspiration
against the practical application of some of his ideas. Finally,
Hjulet is an expression of crystallization of Jensen's own
wnflict which here finds a solution due partly to his use of
Whitman's teachings as inspiration rather than imitation.
Referring to the Ferris Wheel as a symbol of scientific and
spiritual consummation, Lee says, "If Whitman had lived and
seen that wheel . . . he would have whirled another song of
joy into the world. But there had to be something for us to
do."10 Hjulet is Jensen's song of joy, his original creation.
With it he honors Whitman's request that he be only a
passing stage to be left behind as the apprentice matures and
develops.
He most honors my style who learns under it to
destroy the teacher
The boy I love, the same becomes a man not through
derived power, but in his own right
I teach straying from me ... 11
Lee starts by reading Whitman's poems instead of his own .
Not until Whitman has been destroyed in him by Cancer,
does he create his own original "poetry." He abandons writing
to become a businessman actively engaged in society. By that
gesture he demonstrates that "all creation is poetry." In
Jensen's words, "He expresses his own age in the language of
his own time."
That the poet's legancy is inspiration, not rules or prescriptions of living, is furthermore demonstrated in the character of
Cancer. He is the social parasite who speaks Whitman's - alias
Lee's - words as if they were his own . He robs him of his
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creative ideas, draws a political platform of his poetic vision
of one religion embracing all and of his mystically inspired
ideas of the unity of God and Satan; he makes a mob rule of
Whitman's dream of an all inclusive democracy.
These are Whitman's limitations, Jensen submits; harmless
as long as they remain ideas only and function as lyrical
inspiration, but dangerous and devastating when applied as
practical formulas. That is what Cancer is doing with his
exploitation of people's yearning for a heavenly kingdom on
earth . Lee sees that his activities will ruin the everyday and
that he must prevent it. It is in this battle, in which Cancer
destroys what Lee admires, that the young man achieves his
identity which allows him to write his own poems.
Lee's experience mirrors Jensen's final accomplishment on
American soil : a complete openness to the world around him
and a read iness to accept it. He has realized that for all its
commonness, the world holds the land of his longing, which
he may attain through his artistic ability and creative energy.
This sense of self confidence rings out in the poem
"tilegnelse," composed on the Statue of Liberty immediately
prior to his return to Copenhagen in May 1903. Proudly he
proclaims himself the liberator of his country :
J~g kommer ud fra Skovene
Kender I min K¢11e
Vid, jeg er Vildmanden
i det danske Vaaben
Jeg bringer fra blaa B¢Iger
Havets barbariske Hjerte
leg scetter det ti\ Symbo\
I Feltet med springende L¢ver
Her staar jeg ved Skjoldet
Jeg vii slaa Fornregteren
Jeg vii bekrrefte de Raske
I Retten til Riget.12
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Dedication
I come from the forests
Do you recognize my club.
Know I am the warrior
of the Danish coat of arms.
I bring from blue billows
the barbarian heart of the ocean
I make it a symbol
to place in the field of lions rampant.
I stand by the shield
I will beat the denier
I will confirm the right of the strong
to inherit the kingdom.
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